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Spring 2015

Problem Set # 6 (due in class Thursday March 26th; have a great Spring break!)

Notation:
Let A ∈ Mm×n(F ) and b ∈ Fm. A system of linear equations Ax = b is called consistent if there

is at least one solution, and inconsistent if there are no solutions.
The system of linear equations Ax = 0 is called the homogeneous system associated to Ax = b.

Let K = {s ∈ Fn : As = b} be the solution set of the system Ax = b and KH = {s ∈ Fn : As = 0}
be the solution set of the associated homogeneous system. Then KH = N(LA) so is a subspace of Fn.
Theorem 3.9 in FIS says that given any single solution s ∈ K, then all other solutions in K are of the
form s+ v for v ∈ KH .

Reading: FIS 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4

Problems:

1. FIS 3.1 Exercises 1 (If true, cite or prove it; if false, give a counterexample), 3c, 9.

2. FIS 3.2 Exercises 1 (If true, cite or prove it; if false, give a counterexample), 2bdf, 14, 17.

3. FIS 3.4 Exercises 1 (If true, cite or prove it; if false, give a counterexample), 2bf, 3 (the condition
can be succinctly restated as “(A′|b′) contains a pivot in the last column”), 4c, 9.

4. Balancing a chemical reaction. Consider the chemical reaction producing nitrous oxide gas

aNH3 + bO2 → cN2O+ dH2O

where a, b, c are unknown positive integers. The reaction must be balanced so that the number of
atoms of each element must be the same before and after the reaction. For example, considering the
number of oxygen atoms, we get the equation 2b = c+ d. Chemists like to have the smallest possible
positive integer values of a, b, c that balance the reaction. Balance this reaction.

5. A single player game is played on a 2 × 2 grid of boxes. At the start of the game, the boxes are
colored randomly either black or white. During each turn, the player selects a box. Upon selecting a
box, all other boxes change color. The player’s objective is to make all the boxes white.

Since there are only 16 starting positions, you could analyze each one. But why would you want to
do that when you could use linear algebra!?

(a) Prove that no matter what the starting position, the game is always winnable.

(b) Which starting positions have the longest minimal sequence of moves to win?

(c) Consider the same game, except with three colors, (say white, black, and red), and selecting a
box causes the other boxes to cycle one color (white to black to red to white). Prove that this
game is not always winnable! Write down an initial starting position that is not winnable.

(d) Prove that starting with a winnable position (in either the two color or the three color game),
the order in which the player presses the boxes is irrelevant, only the number of times each
box needs to be pressed is relevent. (This sounds surprising!)

(e) What if there are 5 colors instead of 3, is the game always winnable?
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